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Helping you deliver the Curriculum



Situated in the heart of Edinburgh at the foot of an ancient volcano, Dynamic 
Earth is the only centre of its kind dedicated to telling the story of planet Earth.

As a charitable trust, our education programme is core to our mission. We provide structured, inspected  
and highly recommended workshops*, indoors and out, linked intrinsically to Curriculum for Excellence  
and supported by 14 immersive, multi-sensory galleries and Scotland’s only 360° Dome Film experience. 

*Professor Jack Jackson OBE, FRSE, FSB, July 2014.
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Dynamic Earth off ers a fl exible learning programme, designed 
around Curriculum for Excellence experiences and outcomes and 
led by highly qualifi ed science communication professionals and 
experienced outdoor leaders. Our gallery experience is facilitated by 
knowledgeable and professional gallery guides and our ShowDome 
screens the latest in Dome fi lm productions, helping every learner 
develop knowledge, skills and attributes for learning, life and work.

Design your experience
Design your own visit by selecting a choice of workshop, gallery experience 
and/or ShowDome. Our dedicated group booking offi  cers will help you 
timetable a visit with your choice of one, two or three of the following:

Workshop: Choose from one of over 20 curriculum linked indoor or outdoor 
workshops that meet specifi c experiences and outcomes across a range 
of Science, Social Studies, Health and Wellbeing and Technology topics. 
The recommended time for indoor workshops is 55 minutes (unless otherwise 
stated), 120 minutes for outdoor learning. For the month of June we off er a 
range of special workshops that last 40 minutes at reduced cost.

Gallery Experience: For an interdisciplinary encounter, choose our gallery 
self-guided tour (recommended time 90 minutes.)

ShowDome: Throughout the year, our ShowDome presents a range immersive 
and dramatic curriculum linked fi lms from Supervolcanoes to We Are Stars 
(30 minutes).

How much will it cost?
1 activity costs £2.95 per pupil, June specials cost £1.50 per pupil.
2 activities cost £5.00 per pupil, Outdoor Learning £5.00 per pupil. 
3 activities cost £6.50 per pupil. 

Remember to enquire about our transport subsidy, we may be able 
to assist with the cost of your bus, ferry or train.

We off er a core programme for pupils 
from 3 to 18 years of age, special events 
throughout the year including our own 
quirky take on careers in science and 
an outreach programme which delivers 
to festivals the length and breadth of 
Scotland. All this alongside teacher 
professional development and fi nancial 
support for many schools (just enquire). 

There is so much going on we can’t wait 
to welcome you over the coming year!
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Journey into Space Storytelling (45 minutes): Imagine putting on a space suit, strapping into your rocket 
and blasting off  into Space to tour the Sun and the Moon before handling 4.5 billion year old space rocks!

Join us on an adventure to the International Space Station! With expert help, we’ll prepare 
for travelling to and living in space before returning safely to the ground. We’ll launch our 
rocket to dock with the International Space Station and experience life in orbit through a 
series of exciting challenges!SP
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Arctic Adventure Storytelling (45 minutes): Join little Polar Bear on his adventure across the icy Arctic, 
meeting his friends and discovering how they are adapted to life in the freezing lands.

I want to be a Nectar Collector: Join our ambitious          little worker bee on her adventure to become a nectar collector. 
Learn about honeybees, explore a hive, waggle a          dance and dive into the world of minibeasts.

A Dinosaur Storytelling (45 minutes): Listen to a story about our resident dinosaurs and the hunt for their friends. 
Handle teeth, claws and even a bit of fossilised dino poo before digging up your own dinosaur.

A Tropical Adventure Storytelling (45 minutes): Join one of our tropical friends as they journey 
through the rainforest. Meet some of the creatures living in the tropical rainforest including real butterfl ies, 
stick insects and a tarantula.
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Wonderful Weather: With group discussion and interactive activities we introduce our wonderful weather 
and the water cycle before investigating extreme weather and tornadoes.
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E Puffi  ns Storytelling (45 minutes): Flap and clack through the world of the puffl  ing as she discovers the 

wonders of life on a rock in the middle of the sea. (Coming January 2017)

Early Years to Primary 4 Workshops and Storytelling



Our workshops and storytelling activities cover a broad range of experiences and outcomes across diff erent curriculum areas including 
understanding our world and Scotland’s place in it. Very young pupils are actively engaged through immersive storytelling and music with 
opportunities for interdisciplinary discovery through investigation off ered to older pupils. For more information on any of these activities 
visit www.dynamicearth.co.uk/learning.

Journey into Space Storytelling (45 minutes): Imagine putting on a space suit, strapping into your rocket 
and blasting off  into Space to tour the Sun and the Moon before handling 4.5 billion year old space rocks!

Join us on an adventure to the International Space Station! With expert help, we’ll prepare 
for travelling to and living in space before returning safely to the ground. We’ll launch our 
rocket to dock with the International Space Station and experience life in orbit through a 
series of exciting challenges!

Fabulous Forces: Physics is the study of everything in our Universe! Can it get anymore exciting? Join us as we experiment 
with some fabulous forces and fi nd out just where your investigations could take you – the sky is not the limit! 

Explore the exciting world of human 
space fl ight through a series of exciting 
interactive activities. Join our crew to 
discover the science and technology 

behind space travel, and some of the amazing people that 
make an Astronaut’s job possible!

Journey into the Rainforest: Discover some of the amazing creatures that lurk in our tropical rainforests and how 
they have adapted to make the most of these amazing environments, before getting up close and personal with 
some real tropical creepy crawlies.

Arctic Adventure Storytelling (45 minutes): Join little Polar Bear on his adventure across the icy Arctic, 
meeting his friends and discovering how they are adapted to life in the freezing lands.

Polar Regions: Investigate the diff erences between the Arctic and Antarctic; spot camoufl aged polar animals and 
discover the various adaptations animals have to help them survive in these extreme places.

I want to be a Nectar Collector: Join our ambitious          little worker bee on her adventure to become a nectar collector. 
Learn about honeybees, explore a hive, waggle a          dance and dive into the world of minibeasts.

A Dinosaur Storytelling (45 minutes): Listen to a story about our resident dinosaurs and the hunt for their friends. 
Handle teeth, claws and even a bit of fossilised dino poo before digging up your own dinosaur.

A Tropical Adventure Storytelling (45 minutes): Join one of our tropical friends as they journey 
through the rainforest. Meet some of the creatures living in the tropical rainforest including real butterfl ies, 
stick insects and a tarantula.

Dinosaur Detectives – Discuss dinosaur extinction: work in a team to become fossil detectives. Explore the 
rich diversity of dinosaurs with T-rex teeth, a Stegosaurus back plate and even a lump of dinosaur poo!

Pet Rocks: A simple introduction to Earth’s structure, volcanoes and a lost pet rock to fi nd.

Wonderful Weather: With group discussion and interactive activities we introduce our wonderful weather 
and the water cycle before investigating extreme weather and tornadoes.
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Reduce, Reuse, Recycle: Understand the impact of rubbish on our environment and test your mettle with our recycling quiz.

Puffi  ns Storytelling (45 minutes): Flap and clack through the world of the puffl  ing as she discovers the 
wonders of life on a rock in the middle of the sea. (Coming January 2017)

The Puffi  n and Climate Change Storytelling: Gently discover more about the impact of climate change as you take a 
journey with our endearing and iconic Atlantic Puffi  n as he swims, fl ies, hunts and waddles through life. (Coming January 2017)

All our workshops are 
available throughout the 

school year, August to May. 

For June workshops 
please pop to the June 

Workshops tab.

0131 523 1273
enquiries@dynamicearth.co.uk
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Scotland’s Time Lords – Celebrating our Time Lords: Discover just how old our planet is and fi nd out where you fi t in the enormity of Geological Time.

Climate Change: With discussion, animation and a quiz, investigate the consequences of climate change on a global scale.

Volcanoes – Journey from the Centre of the Earth: Travel from the very centre of our planet, discover the shift ing plates before getting up close and personal with the lava they spew out!

Glaciation – The Coolest Workshop in Scotland: Imagery, videos and hands on activities introduce pupils to the awesome power of ice and how this phenomenal force has shaped        our landscape.

Natural Hazards – Quake Rattle and Roll: Discover the science behind volcanoes, tsunamis, earthquakes, tornadoes and meteorites through interactive investigations.

Natural Hazards – Engineering for Earthquakes: Your school has been relocated to a tropical island … in an earthquake zone! Find out all you can to avoid disaster. 
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E Journey into the Rainforest: Discover some of the amazing creatures that lurk in our tropical rainforests and the threats they face before getting up close and personal with some real         tropical creepy crawlies.

Dinosaur Detectives – Discuss dinosaur extinction: work in a team to become fossil detectives. 
Explore the rich diversity of dinosaurs with T-rex teeth, a Stegosaurus back plate and even a lump of 
dinosaur poo!

Polar Regions: Find out more about these amazing yet hostile areas and the threats they and all the creatures living in them face.
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Reduce, Reuse, Recycle: Understand the impact of rubbish on our environment and test your mettle 
with our recycling quiz.

Let’s Talk: Find out how important body language and voice dynamics can be with a number of highly entertaining activities before applying your new communication skills knowledge       to vote for your favourite science presenter.

Earth Matters: With a little bit of knowledge of Earth and Environmental Science take on the challenge to discover the best place to go fossil hunting, how to read the clouds, what a        healthy river looks like, fi nd a safe camping spot in the wilderness or build a sustainable school of the future.
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Explore your Universe: Explore the exciting science of physics with some amazing (and hair raising) experiments. Your pupils will deepen their understanding of electricity and magnetism,        before exploring how we observe our Universe.

Space is Big: Using cutting edge presentation, good old fashioned Lego and a healthy dollop of imagination, travel deep into our Solar System. Discover the vastness of Space and        design a space probe before returning home to discover 4.6 billion year old meteorites, right here on Earth!

Primary 5 to Primary 7 Workshops

Destination Space: Explore the exciting world of human space fl ight through a series of exciting interactive activities. Join our crew to discover the science 
and technology behind space travel, and some of the amazing people that make an Astronaut’s job possible!



Our well-planned investigative workshops for Primary 5 to Primary 7 pupils cover a broad range of experiences and outcomes across diff erent 
curriculum areas including understanding our world and Scotland’s place in it. We actively engage pupils throughout the sessions and off er 
opportunities for interdisciplinary learning. For more information on any of these activities visit www.dynamicearth.co.uk/learning.
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PRIMARY 7

Scotland’s Time Lords – Celebrating our Time Lords: Discover just how old our planet is and fi nd out where you fi t in the enormity of Geological Time.

Climate Change: With discussion, animation and a quiz, investigate the consequences of climate change on a global scale.

Volcanoes – Journey from the Centre of the Earth: Travel from the very centre of our planet, discover the shift ing plates before getting up close and personal with the lava they spew out!

Glaciation – The Coolest Workshop in Scotland: Imagery, videos and hands on activities introduce pupils to the awesome power of ice and how this phenomenal force has shaped        our landscape.

Natural Hazards – Quake Rattle and Roll: Discover the science behind volcanoes, tsunamis, earthquakes, tornadoes and meteorites through interactive investigations.

Natural Hazards – Engineering for Earthquakes: Your school has been relocated to a tropical island … in an earthquake zone! Find out all you can to avoid disaster. 

Journey into the Rainforest: Discover some of the amazing creatures that lurk in our tropical rainforests and the threats they face before getting up close and personal with some real         tropical creepy crawlies.

Polar Regions: Find out more about these amazing yet hostile areas and the threats they and all the creatures living in them face.

Let’s Talk: Find out how important body language and voice dynamics can be with a number of highly entertaining activities before applying your new communication skills knowledge       to vote for your favourite science presenter.

Earth Matters: With a little bit of knowledge of Earth and Environmental Science take on the challenge to discover the best place to go fossil hunting, how to read the clouds, what a        healthy river looks like, fi nd a safe camping spot in the wilderness or build a sustainable school of the future.

Explore your Universe: Explore the exciting science of physics with some amazing (and hair raising) experiments. Your pupils will deepen their understanding of electricity and magnetism,        before exploring how we observe our Universe.

Space is Big: Using cutting edge presentation, good old fashioned Lego and a healthy dollop of imagination, travel deep into our Solar System. Discover the vastness of Space and        design a space probe before returning home to discover 4.6 billion year old meteorites, right here on Earth!

All our workshops are 
available throughout the 

school year, August to May. 

For June workshops 
please pop to the June 

Workshops tab.

Primary 5 to Primary 7 Workshops

0131 523 1273
enquiries@dynamicearth.co.uk

Destination Space: Explore the exciting world of human space fl ight through a series of exciting interactive activities. Join our crew to discover the science 
and technology behind space travel, and some of the amazing people that make an Astronaut’s job possible!
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Earth Matters: With a little bit of knowledge of Earth and Environmental Science take on 
the challenge to discover the best place to go fossil hunting, how to read the clouds, what 
a healthy river looks like, fi nd a safe camping spot in the wilderness or build a sustainable 
school of the future.

Let’s Talk: In this highly interactive workshop, discover how important verbal communication is, experiment with body language and voice dynamics and determine why 
we trust one person over another.

Energy of the Future: How do we use energy and where does it all come from?  
Learn about the changing landscape of Scotland’s energy choices, before taking 
on the team challenge of planning your own energy future. Beware this energy 
challenge is not as easy as it fi rst seems!

Climate Change: Travel forward in time to investigate the problems faced in an ever warming world before testing your powers of deduction in our ‘Science or Fiction’ wacky
climate control ideas quiz.

Glaciation: Discover what controls a glacier’s size and how they dramatically change the landscape they travel over creating the wild Scottish mountains and valleys we see 
today. Find out about the impact of climate change before putting your new found knowledge to the test in our interactive glacial mystery quiz. 

Supervolcano: Follow clues to unravel the theory of plate tectonics before working in teams to investigate the awesome power of a supervolcano – would you survive the blast?

Natural Disasters: Investigate the potential impact natural disasters can have on the UK and beyond before planning, designing and building San Francisco’s next major 
hospital using Google Earth and K’nex.

Climate Controllers: Develop your knowledge of Climate Change considering the controversial option of Geoengineering.

SECONDARY 2SECONDARY 1
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Secondary School Workshops



Our secondary school programme of workshops celebrates the ideals of cooperative learning and critical thinking, providing learners with 
opportunities to think and discuss among their peers, talk together, question, analyse and solve problems. For more information on any of 
these activities visit www.dynamicearth.co.uk/learning
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Let’s Talk: In this highly interactive workshop, discover how important verbal communication is, experiment with body language and voice dynamics and determine why 
we trust one person over another.

Energy of the Future: How do we use energy and where does it all come from?  
Learn about the changing landscape of Scotland’s energy choices, before taking 
on the team challenge of planning your own energy future. Beware this energy 
challenge is not as easy as it fi rst seems!

Planetary Science and the search for ET: Discover more about volcanism and meteorite impacts, the structure of 
planets and their atmospheres, asteroids and comets. Consider why our planet is unique, why we have life and others 
don’t seem to…and the search for ET. (Coming January 2017)

Climate Change: Travel forward in time to investigate the problems faced in an ever warming world before testing your powers of deduction in our ‘Science or Fiction’ wacky
climate control ideas quiz.

Glaciation: Discover what controls a glacier’s size and how they dramatically change the landscape they travel over creating the wild Scottish mountains and valleys we see 
today. Find out about the impact of climate change before putting your new found knowledge to the test in our interactive glacial mystery quiz. 

Supervolcano: Follow clues to unravel the theory of plate tectonics before working in teams to investigate the awesome power of a supervolcano – would you survive the blast?

Natural Disasters: Investigate the potential impact natural disasters can have on the UK and beyond before planning, designing and building San Francisco’s next major 
hospital using Google Earth and K’nex.

Climate Controllers: Develop your knowledge of Climate Change considering the controversial option of Geoengineering.

SECONDARY 3 SECONDARY 4+

Secondary School Workshops

All our workshops are 
available throughout the 

school year, August to May. 

For June workshops 
please pop to the June 

Workshops tab.

0131 523 1273
enquiries@dynamicearth.co.uk
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The Outdoor
Learning Programme
The Outdoor
Learning Programme
The OutdoorThe Outdoor
Learning Programme
Dynamic Earth, with our feet 
fi rmly rooted in the adventurous 
Earth and environmental 
sciences is embracing 
opportunities for all children 
and young people to enjoy
fi rst-hand, in a safe, structured 
and managed environment,
the experience of being
in the great outdoors.

Over-looking Dynamic Earth
is the extinct volcano of Arthur’s 
Seat with its crags, rare fl ora 
and dominating presence. 
What better place to inspire 
and motivate young people 
with relevant, challenging
and engaging curriculum 
linked activities?

Outdoor Learning for 
Primary School
Fire and Ice P5+: Discover the amazing 
and violent geological history of Scotland 
as told in the rocks of Arthur’s Seat. Use 
your detective skills to investigate evidence 
for ancient tropical seas, track down an ice 
rock and discover a 350 million year old 
lava fl ow. 

Come rain or shine P4-7: Become a 
weather detective, spot clouds and look for 
clues in nature. Complete a weather map 
and forecast to see how much our weather 
really changes. 

Nature Detectives P5-7: For thousands of 
years Holyrood Park has been home to a 
rich variety of wildlife. Take a walk on the 
wild side to discover creatures, past and 
present who have made their home here, 
explore unique habitats and learn all about 
this special ecosystem. 

Sensory Adventure P4-7: Come explore 
with all your senses! Navigate your way 
through Holyrood Park and discover the 
wonders of this wild space through sensory 
exploration; create a sound map, take on 
our touch-hunt challenge and put your 
nose to the test.

Reduce, Reuse Recycle goes Outdoors 
P6-P7: Through practical conservation 
and a whole load of fun, pupils will gain a 
consideration of the impact of rubbish on 
living things and the amazing possibilities 
for re-use or recycling. 

Outdoor Learning for 
Secondary School
Fire and ice for secondary schools S1-6: 
In this workshop we will look at diff erent 
rocks in various parts of Holyrood park, 
examining them for evidence of the 
amazing and violent geological history 
of Arthur’s Seat. From tropical seas to 
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350 million year old lava fl ows and 
boulders moved by the ice, we will 
discuss the changes in the park 
throughout geological time and the 
uses of the contrasting rock types.

An Introduction to Field Skills S4-6 
(4 hours): Partly indoors and mostly 
outdoors, we introduce fi eld skills such 
as slope analysis, water ingress and 
vegetation sampling on the small but 
very accessible Haggis Knowe. With the 
introduction of a few quirky apps and bits 
of kit, as well as having pupils develop 
their own risk assessments this workshop is 
ideal for those in later secondary school. 
Cost £10 per pupil.

All of our outdoor workshops are 
available as part of our teacher training 

programme. Minimum numbers apply, 
just contact us for more information.

www.dynamicearth.co.uk/learning
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All outdoor workshops are 
2 hours long and cost £5 per pupil 

unless otherwise stated but please 
be aware that the weather may 
dictate a shorter activity on the 
day. We require all participants 

to arrive with appropriate 
footwear and clothing. 
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It’s not just about the pupils, we also off er the opportunity for you to develop or refresh your
own skills. Classroom based activities can be delivered either at Dynamic Earth or in your school. 
Minimum numbers apply and workshops are 2 hours long.

Professional Learning

Creative Science: Explore the 
importance of creativity within
the sciences.
By approaching science from a new 
angle you will discover ways to enthuse 
and engage children in science using the 
creative arts. All activities are designed to 
be easily reproduced in a classroom or the 
school playground with minimal resource 
costs and using recycled items or readily 
available materials.

Free resource pack for every participant.

Supports CfE levels, early fi rst and second 
and very specifi cally.

CfE links: TCH-0-15a/EXA 0-05a/EXA 
1-05a/EXA2-05a.

Let’s Talk: the power of 
communication & presentation.
A fun and interactive workshop to provide 
you with a collection of engaging 
activities to take back to the classroom. 
Encouraging and increasing confi dence 
in your pupils when communicating or 
presenting with their classmates, to the 
rest of the school or even out with their 
school environment.

Supports CfE across all ages, specifi cally:

CfE links: LIT 1-02a/LIT 2-02a/LIT 1-06a/
LIT 2-06a/SCN 0-20a/SCN 1-20a.

Outdoor Learning
All of our outdoor workshops are available 
as part of our teacher training programme. 
Minimum numbers apply, just contact us for 
more information. 

Free Online Educational Resources
We have worked closely with practicing 
teachers to develop a range of creative 
and inspiring activities suitable for you to 
use in the classroom, school, community 
hall or playground.

All our activities are tied closely to 
Curriculum for Excellence but have 
relevance across all curriculums in the UK.

These activities, covering topics from 
volcanoes and climate change to 
communication skills and photography, 
aim to extend your Dynamic Earth 
experience by integrating craft , debate, 
investigation and song into your science 
learning.
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Free Familiarisation Visits
All teachers are entitled to a free 
familiarisation visit to Dynamic Earth giving 
you the opportunity to experience the 
centre and its facilities for yourself before 
bringing your pupils along. To book your 
visit, please contact us in advance with 
your preferred date and time.

E-newsletters
To keep up to date with all the latest 
developments, activities, off ers and events 
from Dynamic Earth just sign up for our 
e-newsletter. Either drop us an e-mail from 
your preferred account or visit our website 
and sign up from there.

For more information please contact 
christine.angus@dynamicearth.co.uk
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Our June workshops are all 
40 minutes long and cost just 
£1.50. With a soft er focus on 
core curriculum links (although 
they are still there!) these 
storytelling activities and 
exploratory workshops encourage 
investigation through facilitated 
group work. Heavy on activities, 
they encompass all that is 
Dynamic Earth in a more 
relaxed format.

Workshops and Storytelling for      June 2017
Storytelling activities
A Dinosaur Storytelling EY-P2
Listen to a story about our resident 
dinosaurs and the hunt for their friends. 
Handle teeth, claws and even a bit of 
fossilised dino poo before digging up 
your own dinosaur.

A Tropical Adventure Storytelling P1-P2
Join one of our tropical friends as 
they journey through the rainforest.  
Meet some of the creatures living in 
the tropical rainforest including real 
butterfl ies, stick insects and a tarantula.

Arctic Adventure Storytelling P1-P2
Join little Polar Bear on his adventure 
across the icy Arctic, meeting his friends 
and discovering how they are adapted 
to life in the freezing lands.

I want to be a Nectar Collector P2-P3
Join our ambitious little worker bee on her 
adventure to become a nectar collector. 
Learn about honeybees, explore a hive, 
waggle a dance and dive into the world 
of minibeasts.

Puffi  ns Storytelling P1-P2
Flap and clack through the world of the 
puffl  ing as she discovers the wonders of 
life on a rock in the middle of the sea. 

To fi nd out more information
on any of our activities visit:

www.dynamicearth.co.uk/learning



Workshops and Storytelling for      June 2017
Primary School 
Workshops
Wonderful Weather P3-P7
With group discussion and interactive 
activities we introduce our wonderful 
weather and the water cycle before 
investigating extreme weather and 
tornadoes.

Dinosaur Detectives P3-7
Discuss dinosaur extinction: work in a team 
to become fossil detectives. Explore the 
rich diversity of dinosaurs with T-rex teeth, 
a Stegosaurus back plate and even a lump 
of dinosaur poo!

Journey into the Rainforest P3-P7
Discover some of the amazing creatures 
that lurk in our tropical rainforests and 
how they have adapted to make the most 
of these amazing environments, before 
getting up close and personal with some 
real tropical creepy crawlies.

Volcanoes P3-P7 
Journey from the Centre of the Earth: Travel 
from the very centre of our planet, discover 
the shift ing plates before getting up close 
and personal with the lava they spew out!

Destination Space P3-P7
Explore the exciting world of human space 
fl ight through a series of exciting interactive 
activities. Join our crew to discover the 
science and technology behind space 
travel, and some of the amazing people 
that make an Astronaut’s job possible!

Secondary School 
Workshops
Supervolcanoes S1+
Follow clues to unravel the theory of 
plate tectonics before working in teams 
to investigate the awesome power of a 
supervolcano – would you survive the blast?

The Search for ET S1+
Discover more about volcanism and 
meteorite impacts, the structure of planets 
and their atmospheres, asteroids and 
comets. Consider why our planet is unique, 
why we have life and others don’t seem to… 
and the search for ET.
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0131 523 1273
enquiries@dynamicearth.co.uk
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Community and 
Special Events
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Throughout the year, the Learning Service runs 
a number of special events and engagement 
activities. Here is a taster of what is on off er for 
schools, families or community groups.

Don’t forget to check out our website regularly 
or sign up to our e-newsletter for updates, 
new activities and to book.

Careers Day: December 2016
Building on the success of our annual careers days, the 
Learning service will be running an Energy focused careers day in 
December 2016. Showcasing the quirky and the inspirational jobs in 
this burgeoning sector we will have real people telling your pupils all 
about their jobs and how they found themselves working in this and 
related fi elds. Suitable for mid to late secondary school pupils.

Our Community Programme 
Our community programme has been designed with those working 
outside a school environment in mind from adult groups to scouts, 
brownies, guides or young people at risk, just call us for a chat or email 
anna.danby@dynamicearth.co.uk. Subsidies may be available.

Don’t forget to check out our website regularly 

Special Events

this burgeoning sector we will have real people telling your pupils all 

or sign up to our e-newsletter for updates, 
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Dynamic Earth on the Road
Throughout the year, Dynamic Earth will be traveling across the 
country to those more remote regions so keep an eye out for us 
at the Orkney Science Festival in September, Caithness Science 
Festival in March and the Shetland Nature Festival in July.

For families and teachers the Learning Service are also 
supporting the following weekend and evening special events:

The Universe is your Oyster (family event) 
Join us on the 16th and 17th of October to discover your future 
career in space and Earth observation science. We’re bringing 
together organisations from industry and academia to showcase 
the opportunities in these areas of STEM: connecting you to 
experts who research and work in these sectors right now.

Journeys into Nature: Practitioner CPD 
We are very excited to be partnering with Mindstretchers and 
Claire Warden in the delivery of a series of nature pedagogy CPD 
sessions for teachers. From Planning Journeys into Nature through 
Risky Play and Nature and the Brain this holistic process enables 
you to create high quality, eff ective programmes which embed 
nature based learning inside, outside and beyond. For more 
information contact anna.danby@dynamicearth.co.uk
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The Dynamic Earth Gallery 
Experience and ShowDome

Whether coming face to face with an extinct beastie or 
feeling the chill of an iceberg, Dynamic Earth presents 
all aspects of the planet we live on.
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Dynamic Earth takes you 
on a journey through our 
planet’s past, present and 
future with interactive exhibits 
and impressive technology 
including a multi-sensory 
4D theatre experience. 

Gallery Experience (90 MINS)
Start your journey in the company of 
James Hutton and other geological 
detectives from the past in an 18th 
century classroom, with just a touch of 
Harry Potter magic before witnessing 
the creation of planet Earth. Follow our 
planet as it evolves from an inhospitable 
toxic ball, through phenomenal physical 
and chemical processes to create the 
amazing planet we now call home.

Whether coming face to face with an 
extinct beastie or feeling the sticky heat 
of a tropical rainforest, Dynamic Earth 

presents all aspects of the planet we 
live on. Population growth, the concept 
of geological time and the realities of 
climate change are just the tip of the 
iceberg – and we even have a real one 
of those too, sitting beneath the magical 
Aurora Borealis!

360o ShowDome (30 MINS)
Throughout the year, Dynamic Earth will 
be presenting a range of state-of-the-art 
curriculum linked movies in our immersive 
360o Dome Film experience. 
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Find out more online at:
dynamicearth.co.uk/learning

Dynamic Earth, Holyrood Road, 
Edinburgh EH8 8AS.

T: 0131 523 1273
E: enquiries@dynamicearth.co.uk

To keep up to date with all that’s going 
on at Dynamic Earth, follow us on:
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